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Includes Part 1, Number 1 & 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals (January - December)

The King's Fifth
Three boys discover something terrifying in their school basement. Zombies!

The Works of Jonathan Swift, D.D: D.S.P.D.
In this latest Flat Stanley I Can Read adventure, Stanley goes on a snorkeling
adventure and makes a dazzling discovery—sunken treasure! Sometimes being flat
comes in handy for Flat Stanley—like when he is surfing or rescuing a trapped
dolphin from a net. In this exciting adventure, Flat Stanley and his brother, Arthur,
find sunken treasure in an old shipwreck. But Stanley has to get rid of his gold bar
in order to squeeze through the net and rescue the dolphin. Will they ever find the
treasure again? Flat Stanley and the Lost Treasure is a Level Two I Can Read book,
geared for kids who read on their own but still need a little help.

The Adventures of Jack Lime
The author recalls his carefree life in a small midwestern town at the close of World
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War I, and his adventures with his pet raccoon.

Snow Treasure
The Merchant of Venice has been performed more often than any other comedy by
Shakespeare. Molly Mahood pays special attention to the expectations of the play's
first audience, and to our modern experience of seeing and hearing the play. In a
substantial new addition to the Introduction, Charles Edelman focuses on the play's
sexual politics and recent scholarship devoted to the position of Jews in
Shakespeare's time. He surveys the international scope and diversity of theatrical
interpretations of The Merchant in the 1980s and 1990s and their different ways of
tackling the troubling figure of Shylock.

The Greatest Treasure Hunt in History: The Story of the
Monuments Men (Scholastic Focus)
This thrilling "prequel" to Robert Louis Stevenson's classic pirate tale imagines how
Captain Flint and Murray sacked the Spanish galleon and buried their ill-gotten
treasure on the Dead Man's Chest and on Treasure Island.

Five on Kirrin Island Again
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Introducing the Sherlock Sam series by A.J. Low—a fresh, cross-cultural twist on the
classic Sherlock Holmes stories, tailored for middle-grade readers. Set in iconic
Singapore locations, the series follows the mystery-solving exploits of smart,
observant, food-loving 10-year-old Samuel Tan Cher Lock (a.k.a. Sherlock Sam),
Watson, his reluctant robot sidekick, and the rest of the Supper Club (a “Scooby
Doo gang,” of sorts) as they prove that mysteries are best solved through
teamwork. In Sherlock Sam and the Missing Heirloom in Katong, Auntie Kim Lian’s
precious Peranakan cookbook disappears, and Sherlock Sam cannot eat her
delicious ayam buah keluak anymore! Will Sherlock Sam be able to use his super
detective powers to find this lost treasure? Praise: “A promising adventure series
with Super Sleuth Sherlock Sam! His insatiable appetite to sample Singapore’s
popular foods and never-give-up attitude to solving mysteries will keep readers
glued till the last page.” —Adeline Foo, author of the bestselling series The Diary of
Amos Lee “A thrilling kid’s detective romp in the grand tradition of Famous Five,
with a lovable robot and delicious Peranakan food!” —Otto Fong, author of Sir
Fong’s Adventures In Science “Sherlock Sam and Watson are set to become one of
Singapore’s favourite detective duos! Sam’s preoccupation with food struck a
familiar chord with the Singaporean in me and Watson’s deadpan one-liners had
me laughing out loud. What afun-filled, food-filled adventure story! This is a
delicious read that will certainly warm your heart like a good serving of ayam buah
keluak!” —Emily Lim, award-winning author of Tibby, the Tiger Bunny and Prince
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Bear & Pauper Bear “Watson is a delightful creation. He follows a rich line of great
robot companions from Star War’s R2D2 to Star Trek’s Data; no detective should
leave home without one!” —Sonny Liew, Eisner-nominated author of Malinky Robot
“A genius kid detective would be good. A genius kid detective with a wise-acre
robot sidekick is even better. Add a wicked sense of humor and you’ve one of the
sharpest, funniest books you’ll read all year.” —Hal Johnson, author of Immortal
Lycanthropes “This book will definitely draw you in with its twists and turns that
will leave you guessing with each turn of the page who the culprits are. There are
also many funny lines from Watson that will cause you to burst out in laughter.”
—Seow Kai Lun, ?Singapore's Child “A clever, entertaining and funny children's
novela promising start to a new book series [with] bold and whimsical illustrations
by drewscape” —Tina Gan, Red Dot Diva “This debut local novel is rich (in local
references) and satisfying (as a mystery story).” —Stephani Yeo, Young Parents
“BOTH boys were clamouring to read the book first, so I was left with no choice but
to read the book TOGETHER with the both of themI found it to be utterly
captivating enough to make me want to complete the book in one sittingthe
localized dialogue is hilariously tongue-in-cheek and the book's subtle appeal to a
child's instinct for the mysterious proved to be just what kept both Ash and Ayd
deeply intrigued.” —Kelvin Ang, Cheekiemonkies “A.J. Low have created an
intriguing tale which would keep young readers eager to find out what happens
next, while subtly documenting old-school landmarks such as Chin Mee Chin
Confectionery and Katong Antique House. Looks set to be a betseller.” —Clara
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Chow, My Paper “I like this book because it leaves you with questions in your mind
which make you want to keep reading.” —Greta Roberts, 9, in Expat Living
Singapore

The Search for the Sunken Treasure
Frank and Joe Hardy clutched the grips of their motorcycles and stared in horror at
the oncoming car.

Treasure Hunters: Secret of the Forbidden City
In Mark Twain's classic tale of friendship and adventure, Huckleberry Finn escapes
his evil, drunken father, befriends a runaway slave named Jim, and sails the
Mississippi River! As Huck and Jim sail to freedom, they encounter con men and
thieves and get in plenty of trouble along the way. Follow Huck's coming-of-age
journey in the Calico Illustrated Classics adaptation of Twain's The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn. Calico Chapter Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO Group. Grades 3-8.

Amina's Voice
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NERDS combines all the excitement of international espionage with all the
awkwardness of elementary school, and the results are hilarious. A group of
unpopular fifth graders run a spy network from inside their school. With the help of
cutting-edge science, they transform their nerdy qualities into incredible abilities!
Their enemies? An array of James Bond–style villains, each with an evil plan more
diabolical and more ridiculous than the last. Publishers Weekly raved: “Buckley has
a flair for exaggerated humor.” School Library Journal said: “Funny, clever, and
thoroughly entertaining.”

Porto Bello Gold
Tanya is no ordinary girl. She can see fairies. But not the fairies we imagine. Evil
fairies who cast spells on her, rousing her from her sleep and propelling her out of
bed. At wit's end with her daughter's inexplicable behavior, Tanya's mother sends
her away to live with her grandmother at Elvesden Manor, a secluded countryside
mansion on the outskirts of a peculiar Essex town. There is plenty to explore, as
long as Tanya stays away from Hangman's Wood- a vast stretch of forest, full of
catacombs and notorious for people losing their lives. Fifty years ago a girl
vanished in the woods, a girl Tanya's grandmother will not speak of. As Tanya
learns more about this girl, she finds herself dangerously close to vanishing into
the fairy realm forever. Debut author Michelle Harrison weaves an intricate
mystery into a beautiful and haunting fantasy that captures a rich world of fairy
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lore where only the color red can offer protection.

Woof: A Bowser and Birdie Novel
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! It's a treasure trove of trouble!
Jack and Annie are in for a high-seas adventure when the Magic Tree House whisks
them back to the days of deserted islands, secret maps—and ruthless pirates! Will
they discover a buried treasure? Or will they be forced to walk the plank? Did you
know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack
and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

Treasure Hunters: Danger Down the Nile
Grade Level 5.5, Book# 85, Points 4.

Basement of the Undead
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The Tower Treasure
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the
forest."—The New York Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy living
in New York City with his family, so he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in
the woods—all by himself. With only a penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and
some flint and steel, he intends to survive on his own. Sam learns about courage,
danger, and independence during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes
his life forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be read year after year.” —The
Horn Book

Turtle in Paradise
When the Christopher Columbus exhibit goes missing from the town museum,
super-sleuth Alec Flint jumps into action to solve the crime with his helpful
sidekick, Gina, at his side. Reprint.

The Merchant of Venice
Geronimo's sixth magical expedition! I, Geronimo Stilton, was shocked to find
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myself back in the Kingdom of Fantasy for a sixth time. I was needed to fulfill the
Ancient Gemstone Prophecy! The evil empress of the witches was after the Royal
Sapphire. If she united it with her Royal Ruby, it would give her immense power.
The entire Kingdom of Fantasy was in danger! It was up to me to find the two
gemstones first, with the help of new friends -- and this time, I had to travel in
disguise. Cheese niblets! What an incredible journey!

Treasure Hunters
Robert M. Edsel brings the story of his #1 NYT bestseller for adults The Monuments
Men to young readers for the first time in this dynamic, narrative nonfiction project
packed with photos.

13 Treasures
Finally reaching the city of Atheia, Gran'ma Ben and Thorn join forces with old
friends in order to stop The Lord of Locusts' evil mission in its tracks, in the eighth
installment to this exciting series. Simultaneous.

Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #6: The Search
for Treasure
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"A Pakistani-American Muslim girl struggles to stay true to her family's vibrant
culture while simultaneously blending in at school after tragedy strikes her
community"--

Captain Awesome and the Mummy's Treasure
Third-grader Harry thinks of a way to patch up a conflict with his schoolmate Mary
and include his friends in a fun detective case with rewards for everyone, including
Grandpa.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
The New York Times Bestselling Mystery There is trouble brewing in the Louisiana
swamp -- Bowser can smell it. Bowser is a very handsome and only slightly
slobbery dog, and he can smell lots of things. Like bacon. And rawhide chews! And
the sweat on humans when they're lying. Birdie Gaux, the girl Bowser lives with,
also knows something is wrong. It's not just that her grammy's stuffed prize marlin
has been stolen. It's the weird rumor that the marlin is linked to a missing treasure.
It's the truck that seems to be following Birdie and the bad feeling on the back of
her neck. When Birdie and Bowser start digging into the mystery, not even
Bowser's powerful sniffer can smell just how menacing the threat is. And when the
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danger comes straight for Birdie, Bowser knows it up to him to sic 'em.

Flat Stanley and the Lost Treasure
A LOADED GUN. STOLEN GOLD. And a menacing stranger. A taut frontier survivor
story, set at the time of the Alaska gold rush. In an isolated cabin, fourteen-yearold Sig is alone with a corpse: his father, who has fallen through the ice and frozen
to death only hours earlier. Then comes a stranger claiming that Sig's father owes
him a share of a horde of stolen gold. Sig's only protection is a loaded Colt revolver
hidden in the cabin's storeroom. The question is, will Sig use the gun, and why?
Revolver by Marcus Sedgwick is a 2011 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the
Year. This title has Common Core connections.

Sherlock Sam and the Missing Heirloom in Katong
Captain Awesome ventures into the depths of a museum to reclaim the mummy’s
ancient treasure in the fifteenth adventure of Captain Awesome and the Sunnyview
Superhero Squad! Eugene and his class are off to the Sunnyview Museum. At first,
the trip seems booooring…until they stumble upon an Egyptian mummy and an
ancient stone. After a closer examination of the stone, Eugene knows that the
symbols on it are a secret map to an ancient treasure hidden somewhere in the
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building. Now it’s up to Captain Awesome and the Sunnyview Superhero Squad to
track down the treasure before they must head back to school! With easy-to-read
language and illustrations on almost every page, the Captain Awesome chapter
books are perfect for beginning readers!

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Z was just the beginning! With A to Z Mysteries® Super Editions, chapter book
readers keep on collecting clues and solving mysteries with Dink, Josh, and Ruth
Rose. Now with over 8 million copies in print, this classic kid-favorite series is back
with a bright new look! The hunt is on! Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose are spending
Thanksgiving in Plymouth, Massachusetts. They can't wait to see the sights and
have a Thanksgiving dinner, just like the Pilgrims would have eaten. Then the kids
learn about a sapphire necklace that went missing on the real Mayflower. Could
the 400-year-old treasure be hidden somewhere nearby? And will someone else
find it before they do? Look for hidden messages inside A to Z Mysteries® Super
Editions! From the Trade Paperback edition.

Like Magic
In 1935, when her mother gets a job housekeeping for a woman who does not like
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children, eleven-year-old Turtle is sent to stay with relatives she has never met in
far away Key West, Florida.

A to Z Mysteries Super Edition 2: Mayflower Treasure Hunt
The sequel to James Patterson's Treasure Hunters is another hilarious, hair-raising
and highly-illustrated adventure for the First Family of Action! Bick Kidd and his
globe-trotting siblings Beck, Storm and Tommy may have completed their first
treasure hunt after their father was lost at sea, but their kidnapped mother is still
in the hands of nasty pirates. Their search for a rescue plan takes them down the
Nile river in Africa, where they'll have to navigate everything from Egyptian
pyramids in the desert to wet-and-wild jungles-not to mention life-threatening
encounters with wilderness diseases, angry hippos and some seriously bad guys-in
order to find the treasure and save the day.

National Espionage, Rescue, and Defense Society (NERDS Book
One)
A special 25th anniversary edition of the extraordinary international bestseller,
including a new Foreword by Paulo Coelho. Combining magic, mysticism, wisdom
and wonder into an inspiring tale of self-discovery, The Alchemist has become a
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modern classic, selling millions of copies around the world and transforming the
lives of countless readers across generations. Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells the
mystical story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in
search of a worldly treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far different—and far
more satisfying—than he ever imagined. Santiago's journey teaches us about the
essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, of recognizing opportunity and learning
to read the omens strewn along life's path, and, most importantly, to follow our
dreams.

The Alchemist
From #1 New York Times bestselling author James Patterson comes a brilliantly
original adventure series, jam-packed with action, humor, and heart! The Kidd
siblings have grown up diving down to shipwrecks and traveling the world, helping
their famous parents recover everything from swords to gold doubloons from the
bottom of the ocean. But after their parents disappear on the job, the kids are
suddenly thrust into the biggest treasure hunt of their lives. They'll have to work
together to defeat dangerous pirates and dodge the hot pursuit of an evil treasure
hunting rival, all while following cryptic clues to unravel the mystery of what really
happened to their parents-and find out if they're still alive.
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Freak the Mighty
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and
lives since it burst onto the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a groundbreaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy
Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the
character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father
and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become required
reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions
of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They
Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago
Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Critics Circle Award.

Horrible Harry and the Secret Treasure
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of
him. On account of his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called
Dwarf. On account of his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in
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all sizes, and together Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high
above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award winning international
bestseller.

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora
Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s,
and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

The Nina, the Pinta, and the Vanishing Treasure
Hb #2 House on the Cliff-Promo
Addison Cooke and the Treasure of the Incas
A 1967 Newbery Honor Book While awaiting trial for murder and withholding from
the king the obligatory fifth of the gold found in Cibola, Esteban, a seventeen-yearold cartographer, recalls his adventures with a band of conquistadors.
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Rascal
Fifteen-year-old narcoleptic self-styled private eye Jack Lime exposes the seamy
underbelly of Iona High School as he investigates three mysteries.

Pirates Past Noon
After twelve-year-old Addison Cooke's uncle unearths ancient Incan secrets in
Peru, he is kidnapped by a shadowy organization intent on stealing the treasure
unless Addison and his friends can decipher the clues first.

The Things They Carried
The Kidds-treasure hunting family extraordinaire-are heading to China, on a
journey that will lead them beyond the Great Wall and into the underbelly of Berlin.
Bick and Beck Kidd are desperately trying to secure the ancient Chinese artifact
that will buy their mother's freedom from renegade pirates. But when the
kidnappers force them to locate an even greater treasure-priceless paintings stolen
by Nazis-the Kidds must rely on their own cunning and experience to outwit the
criminals, all while their mom's life is on the line.
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Revolver
"An endlessly endearing story of three girls’ pursuit of friendship and the beauty
and challenge of what it means to be 10.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Like
Magic is truly a treasure.” —Liz Garton Scanlon, author of The Great Good Summer
“Debut novelist Vickers has created three appealing, diverse characters with
distinct talents and voices. A sweet story of friendship.” —School Library Journal
“Themes of sharing, trust, and family never overshadow the story’s heart: a
natural longing for friendship and the unfettered joy of finding it.” —Publishers
Weekly “Endearing. The setting and gracefully embedded ethnic differences add
freshness to a story with a message that will stand the test of time: friendship is
like magic.” —Booklist For three ten-year-old girls, their once simple worlds are
starting to feel too big. Painfully shy Grace dreads starting fifth grade now that her
best friend has moved away. Jada hopes she’ll stop feeling so alone if she finds the
mother who left years ago. And Malia fears the arrival of her new baby sister will
forever change the family she loves. When the girls each find a mysterious
treasure box in their library and begin to fill the box with their own precious things,
they start to feel less alone. But it’s up to Grace, Jada, and Malia to take the
treasures and turn them into something more: true friendship.

My Side of the Mountain
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Destination: Great Barrier Reef, AUSTRALIA. Secret Agent Jack Stalwart's adventure
continues . . . Off the coast of Australia, a diver has vanished and along with him
an unknown treasure from the wreck of the HMS Pandora. Can Secret Agent Jack
Stalwart find the diver and defeat a deadly band of pirates before they sail away
with the treasure for ever?
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
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